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1. INTRODUCTION
This thesis is motivated by the vast complexity of coopera-

tive stochastic multi-agent planning, where agents can affect
the transitions and rewards of one another, but in order to
coordinate their interactions effectively, must account for the
uncertainty in these actions. To combat this complexity, I
exploit interaction structure in weakly-coupled problems to
compute coordinated agent policies. I contend that when
the degree of inter-agent dependence is sufficiently limited,
the multi-agent problem can be solved more efficiently if it is
broken up into (partially) decoupled subproblems: formula-
tion of individual agent policies and coordination of abstract
interactions. In support of this thesis, I develop an approach
by which individual agents plan with local behavioral models
that incorporate only those portions of negotiated nonlocal
behavior that are needed for effective coordination.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 illustrates a multi-agent planning problem repre-

sented in the TAEMS language (as described in [1]). The ob-
jective is to plan policies for two autonomous vehicle agents
that coordinate their execution of hierarchical tasks with un-
certain durations so as to maximize expected quality within
mission deadlines. We can model this example as a Decen-
tralized Markov Decision Process (DEC-MDP) as discussed
by Becker, Zilberstein, and Lesser [1]. With the character-
istics that follow, I outline a class of weakly-coupled DEC-
MDPs that is the focus of thesis.
Temporal Grounding. Agents perform activities with
well-defined (but often probabilistically uncertain) durations.
The goals of the system are temporally constrained with

Figure 1: Autonomous Vehicle Example Problem

strict deadlines. This is all modeled by a finite-horizon
DEC-MDP for which time is a necessary state feature.
Decentralized Awareness. The agents do not have com-
plete views of the world. Instead, each is only aware of
a subset of information related to its individual activities.
Technically, this corresponds to a factored, locally fully ob-
servable DEC-MDP where each agent’s local state is com-
posed of features related to the execution of its own tasks.
Structured Interactions. Agents have a limited influ-
ence on the outcomes of each others’ activities. In partic-
ular, one agent may affect the local state transitions of an-
other (sequentially, but not concurrently) through the event-
driven manipulation of shared state features. In Figure 1,
structured interaction occurs when the UAV locates item X,
thereby enabling the UGV to successfully obtain X. I further
assume an agent’s non-local dependencies to be substantially
less abundant than those within its local transitions.
Limited Planning Time. In many domains, it is impor-
tant to plan coordinated behavior as soon as possible so as
not to delay mission execution. Here, quickly-planned ef-
fective agent policies may be preferable to optimal policies
that take longer to compute (or for large problems, are sim-
ply intractable). Thus, a solution to this class of problems is
a method of policy computation that can (1) produce effec-
tive, coordinated (approximately-optimal) policies for prob-
lems both large and small, and (2) depending on problem
difficulty, allow for trade-offs to be made between computa-
tion time and expected quality of computed behavior.

Previous work has solved related problems in restricted
contexts [1, 4, 5], but no planning method (to date) consti-
tutes a full solution to the class that I have outlined.

3. SOLUTION APPROACH
I propose an approach for coordinating interdependent
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agent activities through behavioral promises: commitments.
A commitment encodes an agent’s intention (and ability)
to interact with other agents (by altering their local transi-
tions). Because there is uncertainty in the system dynamics,
a commitment also encodes time and probability informa-
tion corresponding to when and with what likelihood other
agents can expect the interaction to occur. Through nego-
tiation of commitment values, the agents can plan their in-
teractions and coordinate their individual behaviors around
these planned interactions. The text that follows describes
the components of my approach, cites results to date, and
discusses planned research steps that I will take in complet-
ing my dissertation.

Commitment Modeling
Weakly-coupled problems involve highly-independent agents
that interact with one another only in a limited capacity.
Instead of considering all nonlocal dynamics, why not ab-
stract only that which is relevant for planning an agent’s
limited interactions? Commitment models provide effective,
compact approximations of external behavior. Although
commitments have been studied in various classical plan-
ning domains (by Durfee and Lesser [2], for example), my
problems call for the application of commitment theory [3]
to Markov Decision Processes. I conjecture that planning
with compact commitment-augmented local MDPs will al-
low weakly-coupled agents to coordinate complex, uncertain
behavior efficiently. To test this theory, I have developed a
method of augmenting MDPs with commitment models for
enablements (as are present in Figure 1) [6], and plan to ex-
tend my models to represent other structured interactions.

Commitment Enforcement
Agents can compute policies by applying standard MDP
solution techniques to their commitment-augmented local
models. But because they are modeling behavioral expecta-
tions, these local policies need to satisfy the commitments
that agents have promised. I have developed a method of
commitment enforcement that, unlike previous work that
injects artificial rewards and penalties to bias agents’ ac-
tions, constrains policies directly to probabilistically adhere
to committed interactions [6]. My linear programming ap-
proach automatically determines whether or not a given
commitment selection is feasible and, if it is, computes opti-
mal local behavior with respect to the commitment selection.

Commitment Negotiation
My commitment infrastructure transforms the problem of
computing coordinated behavior into a search over the space
of possible commitments. In fact, I have proven that, for
an interesting subset of those problems, there exist commit-
ments that (when enforced) yield globally-optimal joint poli-
cies [8]. For difficult problems, searching the commitment
space exhaustively will be intractable. But I have devel-
oped an effective approximate algorithm that iteratively se-
lects a set of commitments, builds local policies that enforce
those commitments, estimates global quality, and repeats
until greedily converging [7]. I have also demonstrated the
scalability of my approach, and made analytical arguments
[8] about the advantages that it has over existing methods,
but I plan to verify these arguments with further empiri-
cal comparisons to demonstrate its robustness compared to
other approaches (e.g. [1]).

Flexible Temporal Abstraction
In addition to approximating behavior, commitments pro-
vide a natural abstraction of the timing of uncertain inter-
actions. A complete commitment model of the UAV agent
(from Figure 1) would model every possible time (1,2, and
3) that locate X could occur. Consider instead representing
this interaction with only a single time (time 3, for exam-
ple) and the probability of locate X finishing by that time.
As I have shown [7], these temporally-abstract commitment
models maintain compactness as we scale to problems with
increased complexity. Commitments of this sort are capable
of encoding a single interaction time, all possible times, or
any number of times in between [8], allowing for a flexibility
of approximation that I am in the process of evaluating.

Policies Over Commitments
The last component of my approach is motivated by the fact
that there may be dependencies between interactions that
my present commitment models do not consider. For exam-
ple, if there is a chain of enablement interactions (whereby
Agent 1 enables Agent 2, allowing Agent 2 to enable Agent
3, etc.), I may be able to take advantage of this dependency
structure by explicitly accounting for changes in expected
behavior. If Agent 1 fails to enable Agent 2, Agent 3 should
change its expectation of getting enabled by Agent 2. I envi-
sion an extension to my approach that allows such changes to
be incorporated into a meta-level policy over commitments.

4. CONTRIBUTIONS
I expect that my completed dissertation will contribute:

• a principled framework for nonlocal abstraction in MDPs,
• an arsenal of LP-based policy formulation techniques for

constraining agent behavior,
• a scalable, efficient, flexibly-approximate solution meth-

odology for a relevant class of DEC-MDP problem, and
• a novel system of dynamic commitments.
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